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DEAR COLLEAGUES,
Truly good writing requires knowledge of what an academic
paragraph or essay looks like, as well as mastery of English

The NEW EDITION OF GREAT WRITING comes with all the resources
students and instructors need to be successful in the academic classroom.

sentence structure, including grammar, vocabulary, and
punctuation. In addition, students need to know how paragraphs
and essays are structured within the norms that readers expect.
Teachers and students alike have responded positively to Great

FOR STUDENTS:

FOR TEACHERS:

Writing because the books meet their needs. Our books focus on

• Student Book

• Teacher’s Notes with Answer Keys

the big picture of organization as well as the more specific areas

• Student eBook

• Classroom Presentation Tool

of grammar and vocabulary. Students like the consistent activities

• Online Workbook

• ExamView Assessment Suite

within the units, and teachers like the flexibility.

• Student Website

• Teacher Website

When we teach our students how to write academic paragraphs or essays, it’s important for us to
take a step back and remember that words make sentences, and sentences make paragraphs and
eventually essays. We need to remember that any paragraph or essay is only as good as the words
and sentences within.
Keeping this important fact in mind, we dedicate more space in this new edition to the essential
building blocks of good writing, namely vocabulary and sentences. In this edition, therefore,

For more information about Great Writing,
Fifth Edition please visit ELTNGL.com/greatwritingseries
or contact your local representative.

we have added two new sections in each unit: “Building Better Vocabulary” and “Building
Better Sentences”.
BUILDING BETTER VOCABULARY includes a “Words to Know” box that targets 20-30 vocabulary words.

Join National Geographic Learning!

GREAT WRITING makes GREAT WRITERS

This presentation is followed by four activities that practice the vocabulary: Word Associations,
Collocations, Word Forms, and Vocabulary in Writing.
BUILDING BETTER SENTENCES contains three sentence level activities such as sentence editing,

combining sentences, and responding to teacher feedback.
In addition to the expanded vocabulary and sentence work, all six books of Great Writing feature
updated National Geographic content in our hallmark model writing. I hope that you and your

ELTNGL.com/webinars

ELTNGL.com/infocus

students enjoy the new edition of Great Writing.

Keith S. Folse, Ph.D.
Professor, TESOL
University of Central Florida
A PART OF CENGAGE

For more information, visit ELTNGL.com/greatwritingseries
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EACH UNIT INCLUDES:

GREAT WRITING makes GREAT WRITERS
The new edition of Great

5 Cause-Effect Essays

Writing provides clear
explanations, academic

PART 1

PART 3

“Elements of Great Writing” teaches the fundamentals of writing.

Expanded “Building Better Sentences” focuses students on sentence-level
work to ensure more accurate writing.

writing models, and

ELEMENTS OF GREAT WRITING

focused practice to help

ACTIVITY 4

In Units 1–3, we reviewed the basics of paragraph writing. We learned that a paragraph is a
group of sentences about one idea that includes a main topic and a controlling idea.

sentences, paragraphs,
and essays. Every unit has

painful: (adj) causing pain; hurting
relationship: (n) connection between two people
or things
unexpected: (adj) surprising
valuable: (adj) having worth or value

ESSAY

development, and more

OBJECTIVES

structured writing tasks.

•
•
•
•

Understand the organization of a cause-effect essay
Use different ways to express past actions
Use preposition combinations with nouns
Write a cause-effect essay

FREEWRITE

It was a freezing cold winter day, and mountain climber
Cory Richards was climbing down from Gasherbrum II, the
Plastic Islands, an art exhibit of 60,000 plastic bottles in
13th-tallest
mountain
peak Spain,
in the world,
when histo
liferaise
changed
Cibeles
Fountain,
Madrid,
was installed
in
an
instant.
mountain, whichimpact
lies between
Pakistan
awareness
of The
the environmental
of disposable
plastics.
and China, is not an easy one to climb and the cold that day
was painful. As Richards and his team were climbing down,
they heard a noise and looked up. They saw a wall of snow
and ice coming toward them. They were all hit and thrown
to the ground. Luckily, all of them lived to tell about it. After
he saw that his partners were safe, Richards took photos of
Look at the photo and read the caption. What effects do you think the art
captured the terror he had just experienced.
installation will himself,
have onwhich
the public?
One of these photos was on the cover of National Geographic
Magazine. Soon he was a well-known photographer and
explorer for National Geographic. Sometimes, something
unexpected can change your life forever.
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PARAGRAPH
Topic sentence

Body paragraph
• Topic sentence
• Supporting sentences

Supporting sentences

Body paragraph
• Topic sentence
• Supporting sentences

Concluding sentence

Body paragraph
• Topic sentence
• Supporting sentences
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UPDATED National Geographic images and

content spark students’ imaginations and
inspire their writing.

students to analyze and
use the features of great
writing in their own work.

After the hook, the writer usually gives several sentences with connecting information,
leading from the hook to the topic. These sentences logically lead to the thesis.

The Thesis Statement
The key sentence in a paragraph is called a topic sentence. In an essay, the key sentence is in the
introductory paragraph and is called the thesis statement. The thesis statement gives the reader
a clear idea of how the essay will be developed. The thesis statement may also include the points
of development, or the main points that will be developed in the supporting paragraphs. It is
often, but not always, the last sentence in the introduction. Sometimes the main idea or thesis
may be found in two sentences.
Study the following introductory paragraph.
On hearing the word vacation, most people react positively.
It can be a weekend trip, a last-minute getaway, or a trip around
the world. Prospective travelers spend days, if not weeks,
researching their travel destination. While the destination has
a lot to do with the success of a trip, there are other factors to
consider. Experienced travelers will argue that more important
than where they go on vacation is who they go with. Vacations
can be classified on the basis of who vacationers choose to
travel with: with family, with friends, or alone.

Concluding paragraph
• Restatement of thesis
• Summary of main points
• Concluding statement

1. What is the purpose of this paragraph?

ABUNDANT WRITING
MODELS encourage

Connecting Information

Introductory paragraph
• Hook
• Connecting information
• Thesis statement

The Photo That Changed His Life

building, sentence

A hook is found on the end of a fishing line and is
used to catch fish. In writing, a hook is a sentence
(or sentences) that catches the reader’s attention
at the beginning of the essay. Good writers use
a hook to get the reader interested in the first
paragraph of an essay. The hook gives the reader
a reason to keep reading. Hooks can be questions,
quotes, descriptions, or other interesting pieces of
information that attract the reader.

Notice the relationship between the parts of a paragraph and the parts of an essay.

PARAGRAPH 9.3

expanded vocabulary

The Hook

An essay is similar to a paragraph in its organization and order, but an essay includes more
information about a topic. In an essay, each main point is presented in an individual body
paragraph. The paragraph supports the point with examples, explanations, and details.

WORDS TO KNOW Paragraphs 9.3 to 9.4
capture: (v) catch
casually: (adv) in a relaxed manner
funny: (adj) odd; strange
instant: (n) a very quick period of time; less than
a second

In an essay, the introductory paragraph starts with a hook, followed by connecting information,
which leads to the thesis statement.

Comparing Paragraphs and Essays

| Analyzing narrative paragraphs

Read the titles of Paragraphs 9.3 and 9.4. Tell a partner what you think each paragraph is about.
Then read the paragraphs and answer the questions that follow them.

students write great

The Introductory Paragraph in an Essay

2. What background is given in the paragraph?

Hook

Connecting
information
Thesis statement
with points of
development

3. What is the main action in the middle of the story?

4. How does the story end?
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UNIT 4 • Classification Essays: Moving from Paragraph to Essay
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UNIT 4 • Classification Essays: Moving from Paragraph to Essay
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THE ONLINE
WORKBOOK:
Provides additional
practice in vocabulary,

PART 2

5. (take care of/problem)

PART 4

Expanded “Building Better Vocabulary” highlights academic words, and provides
practice with word associations, collocations, word forms, and vocabulary for writing.

6. (require/a credit card)

“Writing” activities allow students to apply what they have learned by guiding them
through the process of writing, editing, and revising.

Combining Sentences

3. Thailand is a country.
Thailand is in Southeast Asia.
Malaysia is a country.
Malaysia is in Southeast Asia.
Thailand is interesting, and Malaysia is, too.
Very few tourists from North or South America visit Malaysia.
Very few tourists from North or South America visit Thailand.

Some writers like to keep their sentences short. They believe they will make mistakes if they
write longer, more difficult sentences. However, longer sentences connect ideas, and this makes

grammar, and writing plus

it easier
the reader to understand. The most important information from each sentence can
NEW “Words
tofor Know”
be used to create longer and smoother sentences.

boxes throughout
each
A word or word
form may change or be omitted, but no ideas are changed or omitted.
Remember that there is usually more than one way to combine sentences. Study these sentences.
The important information is circled.
unit target carefullyleveled words students
will frequently use.

BUILDING BETTER VOCABULARY

remediation activities

WORDS TO KNOW
compelling (adj)
consequence (n) AW
correlation (n) AW
currently (adv)
distinguish (v)
exemplify (v)
exposure (n) AW
familiarize (v)

for students who have
not mastered at-level

ACTIVITY 10

fatigued (adj) AW
have a point (v phr)
impact (v) AW
imply (v) AW
inappropriate (adj) AW
in the long run (phr)
in the meantime (phr)
intrigued (adj)

irresponsible (adj)
maintain (v) AW
motive (n) AW
pose (v) AW
somewhat (adv) AW
substantial (adj)
thrive (v)
undergo (v) AW

There was a storm yesterday.
It was strong.

It moved quickly toward the city.

Now read these longer, smoother sentences:
Yesterday, a strong storm moved quickly toward the city.

| Word associations

There was a strong storm that moved quickly toward the city yesterday.

Circle the word or phrase that is more closely related to the bold word or phrase on the left.

vocabulary and grammar.

1. aspect

addition

feature

2. consequence

cause

result

3. currently

in the future

now

4. exemplify

illustrate

throw out

5. have a point

important

unnecessary

6. intrigued

bored

interested

7. motive

result

reason

8. somewhat

a little

a lot

9. substantial

a little

a lot

discover

transformation

10. undergo
ACTIVITY 11

ACTIVITY 22

1. Jim Thorpe won medals.
The medals were Olympic medals.
They were gold medals.
He won them in 1912.
He was not allowed to keep the medals.

| Collocations

2. The weather was cold.
It was extremely cold yesterday.
A majority of the flights departed late.
The flights were from Boston.

Fill in the blank with the word that most naturally completes the phrase.
correlation

1.

familiarize

maintain

| Combining sentences

Combine the ideas into one sentence. You may change the word forms, but do not change or
omit any ideas. There may be more than one answer.

pose

similar

oneself with the material

WRITING
ACTIVITY 23

| Writing a paragraph

Write a paragraph. Follow these guidelines.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Complete the chart below. Then choose the topic you want to write about.
Choose one of the topic sentences from that topic.
Indent the first line and write the topic sentence.
Write five to 12 related sentences.
Write a concluding sentence.
Use at least two of the vocabulary words or phrases from Words to Know. Underline them.

TOPIC

TOPIC SENTENCE

Color

• In different cultures, the meaning of a color can vary a great deal.
• Colors can affect the way you feel.

Food

• Three healthy snacks are

NEW Test Prep section prepares students for timed
writing on high-stakes tests, including TOEFL®
and IELTS.

• The easiest food to prepare is
People

•A

(job title) has a very difficult job.

• If I could meet anyone in history, I would like to meet

.

Chefchaouen, Morocco,
where they say the blue
represents the sky and
heavens; some say it helps
keep mosquitoes away

2. a direct
3.
4. a
5.
58

a positive attitude
amount of evidence

20

UNIT 1 • Paragraphs

21

a question

UNIT 2 • Cause-Effect Essays

NEW Guided online writing practice reinforces the writing process
helping students become stronger and more independent writers.

To see sample units, visit ELTNGL.com/greatwritingseries
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